
INDEX OF EXHIBITS TO ROBERT FRAM AFFIDAVIT 

Exhibit #1 Order of the USDC EDNC filed December 11, 1998.

Exhibit #2 Order of the USDC EDNC filed March 26, 1999.

Exhibit #3 Photo #39, GPS , depicting 3 clear plastic         1

               envelopes bearing Government Exhibit Stickers Nos.
               285, 287 and 288, respectively.

Exhibit #4 Photo #153, GPS, depicting clear plastic envelope  
 bearing Government Exhibit # 285 sticker           
       containing pill vial, slide mailer, and detached  

paper label “7 fibers Hair”in addition to card 
“Vial No. 7".

Exhibit #5 Photo #156, GPS, depicting open slide mailer, 
glass microscope slide marked: “Q137" “RBF” and 
“JAD”;detached paper label “#7 fibers Hair”;Card 
“Slide No. 1; Card “Vial No. 7 Marked:       
“JSG” and “BJH 2/17/70 Q137".

Exhibit #6 AFDIL Photo, Roll 1, Slide 13, depicting closed 
slide mailer marked “990111018ZJ” “Q137" “RBF” 
“JAD”, “99C-0438-91A” “DEK 5/25/99"; scale marked 
“AFDIL#:99C-0438 91".

Exhibit #7 AFDIL Photo, Roll 1, slide 14, depicting open 
mailer with glass microscope slide              

          marked:”990111018LJ Q137 RBF JAD” and “99C-0438-
91A DEK 5/25/99"; with scale marked: “AFDIL#99C-
0438 91A”.

Exhibit # 8 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-91A Roll 9
slide 26", depicting shaft and root of hair.

Exhibit #9 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-91A Roll 9
slide 27", depicting shaft and root of hair under 
increased magnification. 

Exhibit #10 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-91A Roll 9
slide 28", depicting shaft and distal tip of hair.

“GPS” stands for the Government’s Photographic Submissions filed with the district1

court pursuant to the Order entered March 26, 1999 (Exhibit #2).,  
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Exhibit #11 Photo #67, GPS, depicting plastic evidence bag 
marked on masking tape: “Fibers & debris from Area
of Trunk & Legs of Rug under body-Master Bed Room-
WFI -RBS 16 Mar 70 (14)” also marked on same tape:
“E-303 P-C-FP-82-70 DOB”;also marked on separate 
tape “Q79 PMS E303 MPM”; also bearing “Government 
Exhibit” sticker marked “E-303/Q79" containing 
circular cardboard pill boxes, plastic pill vial, 
and slide mailers.

Exhibit #12 Photo #68, GPS, depicting evidence bag described 
in Exhibit #11 above with contents removed, and 
consisting of the following:
3 circular cardboard pill boxes each marked     
“Q79";clear plastic pill vial marked “Q79 PMS 
MPM”; blue plastic slide mailer marked:”01022018 
RQ Q79"; closed cardboard slide mailer marked:
“PMS MPM 1 glass slide containing Fibers from Q79 
PC l2082".         

                
Exhibit #13 Photo #69, GPS, depicting blue plastic slide       
         mailer and 2 closed cardboard slide mailers 

described as follows: “1 Glass slide containing    
            hairs from Q79 PC-L2082 PMS MPM”; 1 Glass          
      microscope slide containing Fibers from Q79 PC     
           L2082 PMS MPM.”

Exhibit #14 Photo #70, GPS, depicting contents of slide        
        mailers described above in Exhibit 13: Beneath     
               blue plastic slide mailer 2 glass microscope 

slides marked as follows:(Left) “01022018 -
Blue/Blk Yn- Q79 MPM”; (Right) 01022018-
Brown Yn - Q79 MPM”;and Two open cardboard slide 
mailers each containing a glass microscope slide 
marked as follows: (Left) “F.F’s- L2082- Q79 PMS 
MPM”, (Right) “H L2082 Q79 PMS MPM”.

Exhibit #15 AFDIL Photo depicting closed cardboard slide 
mailers marked (Left)”Q79 PC L2082 PMS MPM -
990111018ZJ-RBF JAD“ -“ 99C-0438 75A ...99"
(Right) “.....L2082 MPM PMS 990111018ZJ” -
99C-0438-76A....99", and scale marked:
“AFDIL#99C-0438 75A & 76A”.

Exhibit #16 AFDIL Photo depicting two open cardboard slide 
mailers each containing the same glass microscope 
slides depicted in Exhibit #14 above, but in the 
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reverse order and with additional AFDIL markings:
(Left) “H L2082 Q79 PMS MPM”-“99C 0438-75A...”, 
(Right)“F.F’s- L2082- Q79 PMS MPM” -“ 99C-0438
76A 5.19.99...”; and scale marked: “AFDIL #
99C-0438 75A &76A”.

Exhibit #17 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked “99C-0438-75A Roll 8  
               Slide 02.jpg” depicting red dot adjacent to hair 

root and shaft.

Exhibit #18 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-75A Roll 8 
               Slide 03.jpg” ,depicting hair root and shaft under

increased magnification. 

Exhibit #19 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked:“99C-0438-75A Roll 8  
               Slide 04.jpg”, depicting hair shaft.

Exhibit #20 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: ““99C-0438-75A 
Roll 8 Slide 05.jpg”, depicting hair shaft.

Exhibit #21 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-75A Roll 8 
               Slide 06.jpg”, depicting hair shaft.

Exhibit #22 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-75A Roll 8 
               Slide 07.jpg” depicting hair shaft.

Exhibit #23 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-75A Roll 8 
               Slide 08.jpg” ,depicting distal hair shaft and 

tip.

Exhibit #24 Photo #74, GPS, depicting plastic evidence bag 
containing numerous closed cardboard slide 

     mailers.

Exhibit #25 Photo #75, GPS, depicting 3 single, and 2 double,
open slide mailers containing a total of 7 glass 
microscope slides marked:(from top left) as 

     follows: “Q80, Q124, Q88, Q89, Q89, Q87 and Q87.”

Exhibit #26 Photo #85, GPS, depicting evidence bag marked 
“Government Exhibit E-52NB (Q87)”and contents 
consisting of: Circular pill box marked “Q87 L2082
Thr.& Yn PMS MPM”; 2 closed cardboard slide 

     mailers each marked: “ From Q87 PC L2082 PMS 
MPM”;one plastic pill vial with masking tape 
marked “...82-70...WFI/WFR...DOB” and “Q87 PMS
MPM” marked on the vial. 
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Exhibit #27 Photo #86, GPS, depicting evidence bag and 
     contents as described in Exhibit 26, with slide 

mailers open; (Left)containing glass microscope 
slide marked: “L2082 Q87 PMS MPM”; (Right) empty. 

Exhibit #28 AFDIL Photo depicting closed cardboard slide 
mailer marked: “from Q87 PC L2082 PMS MPM” 
“990111018ZJ RBF JAD” “99C-0438 58A”, and scale 
marked: ”AFDIL #:99-0438-58A”.   

Exhibit #29 AFDIL Photo depicting open cardboard 
          mailer with glass microscope slide marked “from    

               “990111018ZJ RBF JAD L2082 Q87 PMS MPM” and 
“99C-0438 58A”, and scale marked: ”AFDIL #:99-

     0438-58A”. 

Exhibit #30 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked:” 99C-0438-58A
     Roll 8 slide 09.jpg”, depicting the root of one    

               hair and the partial shaft of another.

Exhibit #31 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked:” 99C-0438-58A
     Roll 8 slide 14.jpg”, depicting the root of one    

               hair adjacent to a red dot.

Exhibit #32 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked:” 99C-0438-58A
     Roll 8 slide 15.jpg”, depicting the root of

the hair depicted in Exhibit 31, but under higher 
magnification.

Exhibit #33 Photo #77, GPS, depicting four open slide 
mailers containing a total of 9 glass microscope 
slides marked top left to right as follows: “Q125, 

    Q125, Q87, Q88, Q..., Q105, Q105, Q80, Q....”

Exhibit #34 Photo #178, GPS, depicting plastic evidence bag 
marked: “Government Exhibit E-211" containing 
slide mailer, plastic pill vial, and card 
stating: “E-211/Q125 -Debris from blue top sheet 
on the floor of the master bedroom”.

Exhibit #35 Photo #179, GPS, depicting double evidence bag 
described above in Exhibit 34, with double slide 
mailer marked “Q 125" removed from bag. 

Exhibit #36 Photo depicting open slide mailer with two glass
Microscope slides. Slide No. 1 marked: “ 90103084-
Q125 JCF MPM”; Slide No. 2 marked: “Hair - 

     90103084-JCF -MPM”; and card stating: “E-211/Q125 
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-Debris from blue top sheet on the floor of the 
master bedroom”.

Exhibit #37 AFDIL Photo depicting two closed slide mailers
     one marked “Q125" one marked “Q87", both           

               marked ”90103084" and scale marked
     “AFDIL# 99C-0438". 

Exhibit #38 AFDIL Photo depicting open slide mailer containing 
two glass microscope slides marked as described    

               above in Exhibit #36, with scale marked: “AFDIL 
#:99C-0438 45A & 46A. 

Exhibit #39 AFDIL Photomicrograph depicting hair root and 
marked: “99C-0438-46A Roll 3 slide 03.jpg”. 

Exhibit #40 AFDIL Photomicrograph depicting hair shaft and 
     marked: “99C-0438-46A Roll 3 slide 09.jpg”. 

Exhibit #41 AFDIL Photomicrograph depicting hair root and 
marked: “99C-0438-46A Roll 3 slide 04.jpg”. 

Exhibit #42 Photo #90, GPS, depicting two plastic evidence 
bags containing pill vials, pill box and 

     slide mailer.

Exhibit #43 Photo #91, GPS, depicting three plastic evidence 
bags.

Exhibit #44 Photo #92, GPS, depicting clear plastic bag 
containing: cardboard slide mailer marked:
“From Q96 PC L2082", pill vial marked “MPM” and 
circular cardboard pill box marked: “L 2082- Q96-
PMS Thr , Yn“ ”MPM”.

Exhibit #45 Photo #93, GPS, depicting four closed slide 
mailers all marked:“From Q96 PC L2082".

Exhibit #46 Photo #94, GPS, depicting four open slide 
     mailers each containing a glass microscopic 

Slide marked: “L2082 Q96 PMS.”

Exhibit #47 Photo #78, GPS, depicting plastic evidence 
     envelope marked: “Government Exhibit 389 /75-26-

CR3" “K2 PMS” “Kimberly MacDonald” and “MPM”.

Exhibit #48 Photo #79, GPS, depicting inner evidence bags 
removed from envelope marked:”Government Exhibit 
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389.”

Exhibit #49 Photo #80, GPS, depicting plastic bag marked : 
“PC-L1913 K2 PMS MPM”,containing two double 
slide mailers, one single slide mailer, and one 
circular pill box all marked “K2".

Exhibit #50 Photo # 81, GPS, depicting plastic bag marked : 
“PC-L1913 K2 PMS MPM”, and two double and one 
single slide mailers open and containing four 
glass slides each marked “L1913 -K2-PMS”.

Exhibit #51 AFDIL Photo depicting two closed slide mailers 
each marked: “From Q96 PC L2082", top slide marked 
“99C-O438-112A” and the bottom slide marked:    
“99C-O438-115A”.

Exhibit #52 AFDIL Photo depicting two open slide mailers each 
with glass microscope slide marked: “Q96 L2082 
PMS” and scale marked: “AFDIL #: 99C-0438 112A & 
115A”. 

Exhibit #53 AFDIL Photo marked: 99C-0438-112A slide 02.jpg.  
depicting closed slide mailer and scale both 
marked: “99C-0438-112A”.

Exhibit #54 AFDIL Photo marked:”99C-0438-112A slide 01.jpg” 
depicting open slide mailer with slide marked:
“ 19 ½ L2082 Q96 PMS”, with scale.

Exhibit #55 AFDIL Chart: “Divisibility and Suitability 
Assessment”.

Exhibit #56 AFDIL Letter of 2 April 2001 re Specimen 112A.

Exhibit #57 Letter from defense counsel dated July 31, 2001,  
re Dr. DeForest and AFDIL Specimen 112A.

Exhibit #58 Letter from DOJ Criminal Division of September 13,
2001 re Dr. DeForest report of examination of      

          Specimen 112A.

Exhibit #59 Defense letter of October 1, 2001 concerning 
further microscopic examination of AFDIL 112A.

Exhibit #60 AFDIL Photo marked: “99 C-0438-112A slide 04c.jpg”
depicting glass microscope slide marked: “112A#4 
JSR 06 Aug 01 JSR 10/9/01"
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Exhibit #61 AFDIL Photo marked: “99 C-0438-112A slide 05c.jpg”
depicting glass microscope slide marked: “112A#5 
JSR 06 Aug 01 JSR 10/9/01". 

Exhibit #62 FBI Laboratory Report of Examination,
November 1,2001, Lab No. 011010030ZJ.

Exhibit #63    FBI Laboratory Report of Examination 
5/19/99 Lab No. 990111018 S ZJ.

Exhibit #64 AFDIL Photo marked 99C-0438-112A slide 05a.jpg
Depicting blue plastic slide mailer, glass 
microscope slide marked: “112A#5 JSR 06 Aug 01 JSR 
10/9/01" with scale marked: “99C.0438.112A(5) 
JSR 12/4/01".

Exhibit #65 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked: “99C-0438-112A Roll 
8 slide 21.jpg” depicting hair root.

Exhibit #66 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked:” 99C-0438-112A Roll 
8 slide 22.jpg” depicting hair root.  

Exhibit #67 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked; “99C-0438-112A(#5)
root end.jpg” depicting hair root.

Exhibit #68 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked; “99C-0438-112A(#5)JR
root end. (difexp2).jpg”, depicting hair root.

Exhibit #69 AFDIL Photomicrograph marked; “99C-0438-112A(#5)JR
root end. (difexp3).jpg”, depicting hair root.
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